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on best practice, commonly seen in the
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design and statistics – which, along with publication bias, misinform

value of candidate drugs. This raises ethical issues, since animals, time and resources are

unreliable research, but particularly 

assess whether community guidelines influence research, we systematically

research papers (N = 382) on the SOD1

in 2005, 2009, 2011 and 2013, to include studies carried out
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surrogate endpoint for survival studies
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Preclinical studies included a higher proportion of

explained by guidelines’ suggestion that proof

assessment. An increase in reported regulatory
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Tuberculosis [3] and Huntington’s [4] research. However, there is one important

death was used as an endpoint in 66% and

respectively, this happened in less than 3% of ALS studies. Nonetheless, animals

when reaching very late stages – either

that the actual animal welfare impact was probably small [5].

“standard endpoint” opens the possibility

literature – can also be readily and broadly adopted by the ALS

consensus on their validity. Future guidelines should have these and other animal welfare
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considerations, rather than solely focusing on improving and

parameters. Until then, their potential

3Rs remains largely untapped. 
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